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ABSTRACT 11 

The OH stretching vibration frequencies of crystalline zircon that contains water have been 12 

investigated by quantum mechanical calculation using CRYSTAL09 and several hybrid 13 

functionals. Incorporation mechanisms considered for H in zircon include: i) hydrogarnet and 14 

partial hydrogarnet-type substitution, ii) H-compensated trivalent substitution at the Si site and 15 

iii) H-compensated trivalent substitution at the Zr site. The results provide a clear picture of the 16 

H locations in zircon and their associated IR stretching vibrations. Based on the results of 17 

structural relaxation and corresponding OH stretching calculations, we can assign the 3420 cm-1 18 

band to a hydrogarnet  or partial hydrogarnet type-substitution with polarization dependent on 19 

the extent of local relaxation (i.e., closer to E//c for partial hydrogarnet and less polarized for 20 

hydrogarnet). These results also show that the 3385 cm-1(E⊥c) IR band originates from H 21 

incorporation that accompanies a trivalent cation substitution at the Si-site. As an example of 22 

such a substitution, the [AlO4/H] defect was investigated. H-incorporation coupled with a 23 

trivalent cation substitution at the Zr-site appears to be responsible for generating the 3180 cm-24 

1(E⊥c) IR band. The ab initio calculation on [YO8/H] and [LaO8/H] structures show that the 25 



3180 cm-1 band represents an average between two distinct bands at ~3220-3250 cm-1 and ~ 26 

3100 cm-1 attributed to H locations close to or further away from the Zr-substituted atom. The 27 

energetics of these substitutions demonstrate that the overlapping of the two IR bands depends 28 

on the substituting cation, and this is controlled, in part, by the thermal history of the sample 29 

and/or by the experimental conditions under which the IR spectra are obtained. Furthermore, 30 

these results predict for the first time the existence of a peroxy-type O bond associated with the 31 

partial hydrogarnet substitution in the zircon structure that now accounts for the ~800 cm-1 32 

bands. 33 

 34 
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 36 

INTRODUCTION  37 

 Zircon is aubiquitous accessory mineral that is used as a geochemical tracer, 38 

geochronometer and geobarometer in reconstructing Earth’s crustal evolution. Furthermore, 39 

because zircon can incorporate heavy lanthanides and actinides (Spear 1980; Hoskin and 40 

Schaltegger 2003) and is chemically durable, it has been proposed as a crystalline nuclear waste 41 

form (Ewing, 1999; Ewing 2001 and references therein). 42 

 Despite the anhydrous nature of zircon and its exceptional durability under diverse 43 

geochemical conditions, a number of studies have reported a hydrous component in natural 44 

zircon (Frondel 1953; Frondel and Collete 1957; Coleman and Erd 1961; Mumpton and Roy 45 

1961; Krstanovic 1964; Caruba et al. 1985) and especially in samples that have experienced 46 

radiation-induced amorphization (Aines and Rossman 1986; Woodhead et al. 1991; Nasdala et 47 

al. 2001, Salje and Zhang 2006; Zhang et al. 2010). From a geochemical perspective, the 48 

incorporation of water into zircon, as bonded hydroxyl groups, could play an essential role in 49 



controlling the partitioning mechanism and degree of incorporation of M3+cations (i.e., Y3+, 50 

REE3+) when the P5+ content is insufficient to attain charge balance through a xenotime 51 

substitution mechanism (Hinton et al. 2003). From the perspective of nuclear waste form 52 

performance, understanding the interaction of zircon with water is crucially important in 53 

predicting its susceptibility to alteration and dissolution over long periods (Salje and Zhang 54 

2006, Delattre et al. 2007). Thus, the exact location of H in the crystalline structure of zircon is 55 

essential to understanding the incorporation mechanisms for trace elements and the role of 56 

hydration in the metamictization process (Nasdala et al. 2001). 57 

Several experimental approaches (i.e., IR, Raman, neutron scattering, and proton-NMR 58 

spectroscopy) can provide information on the presence, structural environment and concentration 59 

of water in minerals. Infrared (IR) spectroscopy has become the most widely used method for 60 

detecting and quantifying even minute concentrations (i.e., as little as a few ppm H2O) of 61 

hydrogen (Libowitzky and Beran, 2006). Additionally, polarized IR on oriented single-crystal 62 

sections offers information on the orientation of the OH dipole in the structure. Diffraction 63 

methods, such as XRD, although not sensitive to the presence of diluted structurally bound 64 

defects, can be used to provide supplementary data regarding the effect of OH incorporation on 65 

the structural parameters of the mineral host. Accordingly, the bulk of the experimental 66 

information available for the incorporation of water in zircon comes mainly from IR studies 67 

(Collett and Frondel 1953; Dawson et al. 1971; Aines and Rossman 1986; Woodhead et al. 1981; 68 

Nasdala et al. 2001; Salje and Zhang 2006; Zhang et al. 2010) with minor contribution from 69 

XRD measurements (Krstanovick 1964; Caruba et al. 1985).  70 

The interpretation of IR spectra that suggests the presence of water in a nominally dry 71 

mineral is typically done using empirical formulas (Nakamoto et al. 1955; Novak 1974; 72 



Libowitzky 1999), which correlate the OH stretching frequency and the O-H...O bond length. 73 

However, as pointed out by recent computational studies (Balan et al. 2011, Umemoto et al. 74 

2011), the interpretation becomes problematic when the mechanism of water incorporation is 75 

achieved through a coupled substitution that introduces an additional local relaxation in the 76 

structure. The additional local relaxation cannot be measured by diffraction methods, which 77 

depend upon long-range order and probe the average structural sites of the major elements in a 78 

structure.This is certainly the situation for zircon, which displays only one unique oxygen 79 

position but a large number of OH stretching bands (see Table 2 in Woodhead et al. 1991), 80 

suggesting various O-H…O bond lengths and orientations.  81 

The incorporation of H into the zircon structure can occur by several coupled substitution 82 

mechanisms (i.e., H+ + M3+ = Si4+ and H+ + M3+ = Zr4+) or additionally via a complex 83 

hydrogarnet-type substitution (i.e., 4H+ = Si4+). However the local relaxation introduced in the 84 

structure by such substitution mechanisms remains unaccounted for and leads to highly 85 

speculative interpretations of the IR data. 86 

As a result, despite the large number of studies by IR and Raman spectroscopy, polarized 87 

IR combined with heating and deuteration, thermogravimetric, chemical and X-ray analysis, the 88 

understanding of the hydrogen locations in zircon is still ambiguous (Nasdala et al. 2001). The 89 

difficulty in understanding the locations of H in zircon, as well as the controlling effect of the 90 

incorporation mechanisms, arise from the difficulty of reconciling the IR data, which are a 91 

measure of the O-H…O bond distances (Libowitzky, 1999), with the structural data of zircon as 92 

determined by diffraction methods. 93 



Consequently, the aim of the present paper is to evaluate the locations of H in the zircon 94 

structure by means of ab initio calculations and to address the role of different substitution 95 

mechanisms on the local relaxation of the structure and the resulting OH vibrational frequency.  96 

 97 

COMPUTATIONAL PROCEDURE 98 

Calculations were performed using the supercell approach and hybrid density functional 99 

methods as implemented in CRYSTAL09 (Dovesi et al. 2006).The performance of three hybrid 100 

HartreeFock (HF)/DFT functionals (i.e., B3LYP, B3PW and PBE0) was evaluated for the best 101 

description of the vibrational properties of the investigated defects as compared to experimental 102 

data. The three selected hybrid functionals have been extensively and successfully used for solids 103 

and have proven to generate results superior to the ones obtained from LDA or GGA 104 

approximations (Demichelis et al. 2010; Demichelis et al. 2011).Moreover, Demichellis et al. 105 

(2010) showed that for a correct description of systems containing H atoms, it is essential to 106 

include a percentage of exact HF exchange. 107 

We adopted an all-electron basis sets formerly tested in solid state calculations and used 108 

in a previous ab initio study on zircon (Li and Pan 2011). The Zr basis set is Dovesi’s [1s4sp3d] 109 

basis set contracted from (26s17p9d). The Si basis set is 8-41G** contracted from (20s13p2d) 110 

(Pisani et al. 1992) and the O basis set is 6-31G* with standard contraction of [3s2p1d] (Gatti et 111 

al. 1994). For calculations of the H-compensated defects, we used 85-11G* Al basis set (Catti et 112 

al. 1994), [5s4p3d] Y basis set contracted from (26s17p10d) (Towler 1995), 86-52G* Ti basis set 113 

(Muscat 1999) and 5-11G* basis set for H (Dovesi et al. 1983). 114 

 In order to minimize possible defect-defect interactions, a supercell model was used for 115 

calculating the geometry and electronic properties of the H-compensating defects. Our previous 116 

calculations on structurally similar defects (i.e., [AlO4/H]0, Botis and Pan 2009, and [AlO6/H]0, 117 



Botis and Pan 2011) showed that a supercell size above 48 atoms was suitable for accurately 118 

describing systems with no observed defect-defect interaction. Therefore, a 2x2x2 ZrSiO4 119 

supercell containing 96 atoms was employed as a starting point for all defect calculations. 120 

Parameters for Coulomb and HF exchange series accuracy were set to 10-7 and 10-14 121 

Hartree with a tight accuracy on the self-consistent field energy set to 10-9and 10-10 for geometry 122 

optimization and anharmonic frequency calculation. A high accuracy extra-large grid (XLGRID) 123 

consisting of 75 radial and 974 angular points was employed. This grid is recommended for 124 

calculations that include heavy atoms and evaluation of properties derived from the numerical 125 

integration of energy. The Pack-Monkhorst shrink factor (Monkhorstand Pack 1976) for 126 

optimization of the unit cell was set to 8 while for calculations of the defect structures in 127 

supercells containing 96 atoms, the shrink factor was reduced to 4. 128 

For the calculated OH stretching modes where anharmonicity effects can be as large as 129 

200 cm-1, the anharmonic stretching frequency has been evaluated. The theoretical details 130 

regarding the treatment of the OH anharmonicity have been previously discussed in detail 131 

(Tosoni et al. 2005; Merawa et al. 2003; Merawa et al. 2004). To briefly summarize, the 132 

computational procedure consists of: 1) treatment of the OH distance as a pure normal coordinate 133 

decoupled from the other vibration modes; 2) evaluation of the system’s energy for a set of OH 134 

values around the equilibrium position (-0.2/+0.3 Å) and interpolation of the results by a 6th 135 

order polynomial; 3) the one-dimensional nuclear Schrodinger equation is then solved using the 136 

algorithm proposed by Lindberg (1988) and (Pascale et al. 2004). This simplified approach is 137 

valid for uncoupled and non-dispersive modes, such as the OH stretching modes. In zircon the 138 

OH stretching modes are not coupled with the vibrational modes of the structure, their 139 



frequencies being several times higher than the lattice vibrations, and the interaction of the H 140 

with the rest of the structure occurs only through weak hydrogen bonds. 141 

 142 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 143 

Bulk zircon ZrSiO4 structure 144 

Zircon has a high symmetry, I41/amd, with a structural unit of alternating edge-sharing 145 

SiO4 tetrahedra and ZrO8 dodecahedra (Figure 1). The chains of alternating polyhedra are 146 

parallel to the c-axis and are joined laterally by edge-sharing dodecahedra. While the positions of 147 

the Zr and Si atoms are constrained by symmetry (i.e., (0, 3/4, 1/8) and (0, 1/4, 3/8)), the O 148 

atoms are located at the 16h Wyckoff sites (0, y, z). The structure can thus be fully described by 149 

the unit cell constants a and c along with the positional parameters that define the position of the 150 

oxygen atoms (Table 1). 151 

The unit cell parameters and fractional coordinates have been optimized using three 152 

hybrid functionals: B3LYP, B3PW, PBE0, and the equilibrium geometries have been obtained 153 

by a full relaxation of the structure (Table 1). The tested hybrid functionals perform 154 

exceptionally well at reproducing the experimentally reported values (Robertson et al. 1971), 155 

with a maximum discrepancy of 2%. Such agreement is sufficient to confidently use the selected 156 

basis sets and functionals to further study the structural details of H incorporation in zircon. 157 

 158 

H incorporation in zircon 159 

 Several mechanisms have been proposed for the incorporation of H into crystalline 160 

zircon. The most exhaustive review of the existing experimental data accompanied by an 161 

extensive model of substitution mechanisms and possible locations of H atoms in the zircon 162 



structure has been provided by Nasdala et al. (2001). Following the model proposed by Nasdala 163 

et al. (2001), we have investigated three main incorporation mechanisms and their effects on the 164 

H location, local structural relaxation and resulting OH vibrational frequencies. 165 

 The three investigated mechanisms, discussed in detailin the following sections are: 166 

1. Hydrogarnet substitution: 4(OH)- = (SiO4)4- 167 

2. H-compensated trivalent substitution at the Si site : M3+ + H+ = Si4+ 168 

3. H-compensated trivalent substitution at the Zr site : M3+ + H+ = Zr4+ 169 

 170 

Hydrogarnet substitution mechanism 171 

 The hydrogarnet-type substitution was originally proposed by Frondel and Collet (1957) 172 

as the main mechanism for water incorporation into zircon. Caruba et al. (1985) have reported 173 

synthetic zircon samples with 81% of the Si replaced by hydroxyl groups, and they linked the 174 

presence of the 3515 cm-1 OH stretching band to the hydrogarnet substitution mechanism. 175 

However, the 3500-3515 cm-1 band occurs rarely and with a low intensity in natural zircon 176 

(Dawson et al. 1971; Woodhead et al. 1991; Ilchenko 1994), which leads to the conclusion that 177 

although possible, hydrogarnet substitution is not an energetically favored incorporation 178 

mechanism. Alternatively, Nasdala et al. (2001) proposed a partial hydrogarnet-type substitution 179 

(i.e., Si vacancy substituted by two H atoms) as a more probable incorporation mechanism and 180 

proposed it as being responsible for the 3420 cm-1 (E//c) OH stretching. However, a partial-181 

hydrogarnet defect leads to a charge imbalance, and an additional 2+ charge compensator would 182 

be necessary, either locally or remotely, which would impose supplementary energetic constrains 183 

on the system.  184 



 For the present ab initio investigation, we constructed a 2x2x2 ZrSiO4 supercell of 96 185 

atoms and chose one Si atom located near the center of the supercell as the incorporation site of 186 

the hydrogarnet-type defect. Two different hydrogarnet configurations were evaluated. The first 187 

configuration was constructed by removing a Si atom and inserting four H atoms, placed 1 Å 188 

from each of the remaining oxygens and aligned on the previously existing Si-O directions. The 189 

second evaluated configuration was based on the model proposed by Umemoto et al. (2011) for 190 

hydrogarnet incorporation in forsterite (i.e. one of the H atoms was placed outside of the 191 

tetrahedron while the other three H atoms were placed on the tetrahedral edges). The defective 192 

structures were then allowed to relax towards a minimum energy configuration. Comparing the 193 

ground state energy of the relaxed structures it appears that the configuration in which one of the 194 

H atoms is located outside the tetrahedron is energetically unfavorable (i.e. ΔE=6.5 eV) and it 195 

was therefore disregarded as a potential hydrogarnet geometry. 196 

 The energetically favorable hydrogarnet structure is depicted in Figure 2, and the details 197 

of the local relaxation are explicitly listed in Table 2. Using the (H…O) and (O…O) distances 198 

obtained after the structural relaxation and the correlation function of Libowitzky (1999), we 199 

calculated the corresponding vibration frequencies ω01(H…O) and ω01(O…O) (Table 2). The 200 

vibrational frequencies derived from Libowitzky’s correlation function are located between 201 

3400-3450 cm-1. Given that the O-H…O angle is 152°, close to the critical angle of 150° that 202 

divides H bonds between bent and straight (Libowitzky, 1999) more confidence can be assigned 203 

to the frequencies that are calculated based on the relaxed H…O distances. This would result in 204 

corresponding vibration frequencies located between 3402 and 3422 cm-1. Alternatively, if 205 

anharmonicity effects are considered, the ab initio calculated OH stretching frequencies appear 206 

to also correspond to the experimentally observed band at 3420 cm-1 (Nasdala et al. 2001).  207 



 The calculated OH vibration frequency for hydrogarnet is lower than the experimental 208 

frequency of 3515 cm-1 assigned by Caruba et al. (1985) and Nasdala et al. (2001) to the 209 

complete hydrogarnet substitution. However, Caruba et al. (1985) synthesized the H-rich zircon 210 

samples in a fluorinated environment, and it is not clear whether the 3515 cm-1 band represents a 211 

true hydrogarnet substitution, given the coupled nature of H+ and F-. The presently calculated 212 

OH stretching frequency seems to agree better with the experimentally observed 3420 cm-1 band, 213 

which was assigned (Nasdala et al. 2001) to a partial hydrogarnet substitution with only 2 H 214 

atoms located ata vacant Si position. Nevertheless, a discrepancy exists between the polarization 215 

of the 3420 cm-1observed IR band and the theoretically calculated OH orientation. While the 216 

experimental band is polarized parallel to c-axis, the calculated OH bonds that belong to the 217 

hydrogarnet defect structure make a ~ 48° angle with the c-axis. This orientation would result in 218 

an IR band polarized, such as the ratio of the parallel to perpendicular intensities I⊥/I//=1.6 219 

(Bekisli et al. 2012). 220 

 In order to understand the possible structural differences between a complete hydrogarnet 221 

substitution and a partial one, we evaluated several geometries for a partial hydrogarnet 222 

mechanism. After the removal of one Si atom, 2 H atoms were placed at 1 Å distance from two 223 

of the remaining O atoms, and the structure was allowed to relax towards a minimum energy 224 

configuration. Charge compensation was attained through a computational artifice by using a 225 

uniformly-distributed background of positive charge (i.e., jellium).  226 

 The relaxed structure of the partial hydrogarnet defect is depicted in Figure 2c and Figure 227 

2d. The two H atoms, which form the partial hydrogarnet defect, bond to two O and form H…O 228 

pseudo-bonds with the remaining two O atoms. The newly formed OH bonds make angles of 30° 229 

with the c-axis. Following relaxation, the remaining dangling O atoms (Figure 2d) are displaced 230 



from their original positions and form a peroxy-type bond of 1.5 Å. Although the orientation of 231 

the newly formed OH bonds is not parallel to c-axis, the smaller angle formed with the vertical 232 

gives rise to a polarized OH stretching band, such that the ratio of the intensities would be I⊥=6I// 233 

(Bekisli et al. 2012). In order to obtain OH bonds that are aligned parallel to the c-axis, in a 234 

hydrogarnet or partial hydrogarnet-type configuration, the local relaxation of the structure would 235 

cause an extreme distortion of the Si-vacant tetrahedron. The distorted structure would be as 236 

close as possible to a vertically oriented square (i.e., bottom O atoms located directly bellow the 237 

top O atoms, at identical x and y positions). In the present ab initio calculations however, we did 238 

not observe such a severe distortion of the relaxed structure. Based on our results, we infer that a 239 

hydrogarnet or partial hydrogarnet substitution would display an IR signature located at ~3420 240 

cm-1, polarized such as I⊥=1.6I// for hydrogarnet and I⊥=6I// for partial hydrogarnet substitutions. 241 

 We note the peculiar relaxation of the partial hydrogarnet structure and the formation of 242 

the peroxy-type bond with a typical bond distance d(O-O)=1.5 Å. Although never mentioned in 243 

the literature as a potential defect in zircon, the O-O stretching vibration associated with a 244 

peroxy-type bond would be located at ~ 700-950 cm-1 (Budinger et al. 1984; Vacque et al. 1997; 245 

Haller et al. 1996).  Such vibration frequencies (i.e., 827, 887, 934, 957 cm-1) have been 246 

previously observed in Pb-irradiated zircon samples (Zhang et al. 2008), but their assignment 247 

remained a matter of debate. According to these results, the stretching vibration of a peroxy-type 248 

bond formed as a result of Pb2+ incorporation in zircon and charge compensated by a partial 249 

hydrogarnet substitution could be the source of the vibration bands at  ~ 800 cm-1. 250 

 251 

H-compensated trivalent substitution at the Si site 252 



 H incorporation in zircon can also be attained through a trivalent cation substitution at the 253 

Si4+ site. In this case H+ provides for charge-balance. Due to the similarity in size and abundance, 254 

Al3+ is one of the main candidates for a trivalent substitution at the Si site. 255 

 Here we describe a substitution mechanism that results in an [AlO4/H] defect as revealed 256 

by ab initio level calculations, with particular consideration for the defect structure and OH 257 

vibration frequencies. Starting from a perfect supercell structure, a Si atom was replaced by Al, 258 

and a H atom was inserted at the center of one of the square channels running parallel to c-axis 259 

and adjacent to the substituted Al. After complete relaxation of the structure, the compensating H 260 

atom was located 0.98 Å from one of the O atoms belonging to the AlO4 tetrahedron (Figure 3a 261 

and b). The calculated O…H and O…O distances that correspond to the relaxed defect geometry 262 

(Figure 3) are reported in Table 3. The OH stretching frequencies obtained employing 263 

Libowitzky’s correlation function, have also been derived for direct comparison with the ab 264 

initio calculated anharmonic vibration frequencies (Table 3). There is a significant relaxation of 265 

the local structure as a result of Al substitution (i.e., d(O…O)=2.92 Å following relaxation vs. 266 

3.37 Å in the ideal structure), and the OH stretching frequencies obtained based on the empirical 267 

correlation function are highly overestimated. The overestimation is visible when using both 268 

d(O…O) and d(H…O) for evaluation of the stretching frequencies and point towards an 269 

additional mechanism for frequency reduction. From the results of the present calculations, it 270 

appears that anharmonicity may play an important role in lowering the OH stretching frequencies 271 

(Table 3). Therefore a moderate relaxation of the zircon structure,caused by Al incorporation, as 272 

well as the consideration of the anharmonicity factors, results in an OH vibrational frequency 273 

that correlates with the experimentally observed 3385 cm-1 IR band.  274 



The orientation of the OH bond is perpendicular to the c-axis, in complete agreement 275 

with the polarization of the aforementioned IR band. Although Nasdala et al. (2001) assigned the 276 

origin of the 3385  cm-1 IR band to an asymmetrically bifurcated hydrogen bond of intermediate 277 

strength oriented perpendicular to the c-axis and bonded to an O atom belonging to an occupied 278 

tetrahedron, no such a geometry was observed in the present simulations. Moreover an 279 

asymmetrically bifurcated hydrogen bond would significantly deviate from the correlation 280 

function of Libowitzky and yield two different OH stretching frequencies. Based on the present 281 

results, we propose the [AlO4/H] defect as the source of the 3385 cm-1(E//c) OH stretching band.  282 

 283 

H-compensated trivalent substitution at the Zr site 284 

 Another substitution mechanism that could involve H+ incorporation as an accompanying 285 

charge compensator is the trivalent substitution at the Zr4+ site. Y3+ and REE3+ are known to be 286 

dominant trace elements in zircon and commonly occupy the Zr site (Caruba et al. 1995; Finch et 287 

al. 2001; Hoskin and Schaltegger, 2007). Although previous studies propose the xenotime-type 288 

substitution (i.e., REE3++P5+=Zr4++Si4+) as the preferred incorporation mechanism for Y3+ and 289 

REE3+ (Speer 1982; Finch et al. 2001), it is clear that when the P content is insufficient to attain 290 

charge balance, H+ could play a significant role in maintaining charge neutrality. Moreover, 291 

Hinton et al. (2003) propose that H rather than P is the main charge-balancing element within the 292 

zircon structure, and its presence may not be related to metamictization alone. 293 

 Starting from these considerations, we investigated the effect of Y3+ and La3+ 294 

incorporation in the zircon structure, when charge balance was attained by H+ compensation. We 295 

considered two distinct locations for H+ with respect to the M3+ substitution site (i.e., H close and 296 

H far, see Table 4 and Figure 4), with the intention of understanding the difference between an 297 



OH environment that is directly controlled by the local relaxation around the [M3+O8] defect and 298 

a structural environment that is affected only by the strain the defect imposes on it’s second and 299 

third coordination spheres. The difference in the ground state energy between the two H 300 

locations has also been investigated. The two substitutional atoms (i.e., Y3+ and La3+) have been 301 

chosen due to their common occurrence in the zircon structure and for the purpose 302 

ofunderstanding the effect of the substituting atom’s radius (i.e., 1.019Å for Y3+ and 1.16 Å for 303 

La3+) (Shannon 1976) on local relaxation. 304 

Similar to the above-mentioned computational procedure, a Zr4+ atom located close to the 305 

center of a 96 atoms supercell was replaced by a M3+ atom, and a charge compensating H+ was 306 

placed at the center of a nearby channel, running parallel to the c-axis (i.e., H close). For the 307 

second considered location, H+ was placed in the next nearest channel, at a distance of 308 

approximately 3 Å from M3+ (i.e., H far).  309 

After complete relaxation, the H atom bonds to one of the O atoms belonging to the 310 

[MO8] dodecahedron (i.e., H close) or for the second considered structure to an O atom 311 

belonging to a [ZrO8] dodecahedron (i.e., H far). In both cases the resulting OH bond has a bond 312 

length of 0.98 Å and is oriented perpendicular to c-axis (Figure 4). The resulting (H…O) and 313 

(O…O) distances are reported in Table 4. As in the case of H-compensated Al defect, the OH 314 

stretching frequencies obtained employing the empirical correlation formula of Libowitzky are 315 

unrealistically high as compared with the experimentally reported IR frequencies. This is, 316 

however, not surprising since Libowitzky mentioned cationic influences as a major source of 317 

deviation from the regression line on which the empirical correlation function was based. 318 

Deviations by more than 100 cm-1 have been reported with decreasing metal-oxygen distances in 319 

the coordination sphere of the ion.  320 



When the OH stretching frequency was calculated at the ab initio level however, 321 

including the effect of anharmonicity, the calculated IR bands are located at near 3200 cm-1(i.e. 322 

H close) and 3100 cm-1 (i.e., H far) (Table 4).  323 

When comparing the ground state energy of the two considered H locations, the H 324 

position closest to the [M3+O8] dodecahedron is the most energetically favored. Although both 325 

Y3+ and La3+ substitutions with H at the edge of the defective dodecahedrons are more 326 

energetically favored, the difference in energy between H located closer or farther away is 327 

relatively small (i.e., ~ 1 eV for Y3+ incorporation and ~1.7 eV for La3+ incorporation). 328 

Considering that the present calculations are first-principle, static calculations at 0° K, the 329 

relatively small difference in energy between the two possible H locations suggests that both 330 

locations are energetically probable at room temperature. If we assume an equal distribution 331 

between H locations closer and farther away from a M3+ substituted zircon atom, we can estimate 332 

that the mixture of such structural configurations would result in a broad OH stretching band 333 

located at an average position. Such an average OH stretching band would be located at ~ 3175-334 

3195 -1 (see Table 4) and would be characterized by a large broadening (i.e., ~ 150 cm-1). 335 

However if one H position is energetically preferred (i.e., possibly higher energy difference for 336 

other substitutional cations) or the diffusion of H is controlled by low temperature conditions, we 337 

expect that the band would be resolved into a doublet (i.e., two IR bands located at ~3100 cm-1 338 

and closely above 3200 cm-1). 339 

Based on the comparison of these calculations with the experimentally measured IR, the 340 

H-compensated trivalent substitution at a Zr site is the structural defect responsible for 341 

generating the 3180 cm-1 (E⊥c) OH stretching band. The low water content of the natural zircons 342 

containing the 3180 cm-1 OH stretching band (Nasdala et al. 2001) can be attributed to the 343 



possibility of a competing substitution mechanism (i.e., xenotime) that controls the incorporation 344 

of M3+ at the Zr4+ sites. Nonetheless, in P-free synthetic samples, such as those synthesized by 345 

Trail et al. (2011), the intensity of the 3199 cm-1 band is relatively high. Moreover, synthetic 346 

zircon samples doped with Lu (Trail et al. 2011) show a doublet formed by two broad 347 

overlapping bands located at ~3200 cm-1 and 3113 cm-1, in complete agreement with the 348 

calculated results.  349 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 487 

Figure 1: Bulk structure of crystalline zircon viewed: a) along the c-axis, onto the  (001) plane 488 

defined by the a and b axes. b) A view of the zircon structure along the a-axis, perpendicular to 489 



the (100) plane. The distance between oxygen atoms that are considered potential docking sites 490 

for H are marked. 491 

Figure 2: H incorporation into the zircon structure through hydrogarnet and partial hydrogarnet 492 

substitution mechanisms: a) A view of the hydrogarnet-type defect along the c-axis. b) Detailed 493 

view of the hydrogarnet defect oriented in a  (001) plane perpendicular to the c-axis. The angle 494 

made by the OH bond with the c-axis is ~ 48°. c) Partial hydrogarnet viewed along the c-axis. d) 495 

Detailed view of the partial hydrogarnet oriented in the (001) plane perpendicular to c-axis. 496 

Local relaxation of the structure gives rise to an O-O peroxy bond of 1.5 Å. The angle made by 497 

the OH bonds with the c-axis is ~ 30°. 498 

 499 

Figure 3: H incorporation into the zircon structure as a charge compensating mechanism for 500 

trivalent substitution at the Al site. Structure of the calculated [AlO4/H] defect in zircon viewed:  501 

a) along the c-axis and b) from the (001) plane perpendicular to the c-axis.  502 

 503 

Figure 4: H incorporation into the zircon structure as a charge compensating mechanism forthe 504 

trivalent substitution at the Zr site. Structure of the calculated [M3+O8/H] defect, where M=Y and 505 

La viewed along the c-axis for two possible H locations: a) [M3+O8/H] – H close, c) [M3+O8/H] - 506 

H far. Detailed view of the same defect structure in an orientation perpendicular to c-axis: b) 507 

[M3+O8/H] – H close, d) [M3+O8/H] - H far. 508 



Table 1: Calculated structural parameters for ZrSiO4 compared to the experimental values of 
1Robinson et al. 1971. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 2: Calculated (H…O) and (O…O) distances for the hydrogarnet-type defect in zircon and 
their corresponding OH stretching frequencies as derived from the empirical correlations of 
*Libowitzky (1999). ω01are the ab initio calculated OH stretching frequencies (corrected for 
anharmonicity) and ωeχe  are the corresponding anharmonic constants. 

Functional d(H…O) Å d(O…O) Å Frequency (cm-1)* Calculated 
ω01 (cm-1) 

Anharmonic ct. 
ωeχe (cm-1) ω01(H…O) ω01(O…O) 

Full hydrogarnet (4H)     
B3LYP 1.929 2.826 3408.72 3436.62 3418.6 116.0 
 1.930 2.827 3409.13 3436.97 3418.6 115.9 
 1.928 2.826 3407.88 3436.15 3417.9 116.1 
 1.928 2.826 3407.67 3436.03 3417.8 116.1 

 

B3PW 1.942 2.839 3421.83 3451.15 3412.4 116.0 
 1.942 2.839 3422.21 3451.41 3412.5 115.9 
 1.941 2.839 3420.89 3450.60 3411.6 116.1 
 1.941 2.839 3420.68 3450.46 3411.5 116.2 

 

PBE0 1.923 2.820 3402.40 3428.92 3418.9 117.6 
 1.923 2.820 3402.68 3429.10 3419.2 117.6 
 1.923 2.820 3402.27 3428.80 3419.0 117.6 
 1.923 2.820 3402.29 3428.78 3419.0 117.6 
Partial hydrogarnet (2H)     
B3LYP 1.761 2.725 3142.72 3258.53 3426.5 113.9 
 1.735 2.699 3079.22 3185.80 3426.7 113.9 

 

B3PW 1.747 2.712 3111.15 3223.26 3429.3 111.7 
 1.706 2.672 3001.03 3091.04 3429.2 111.7 

 

PBE0 1.742 2.705 3099.20 3203.84 3416.7 116.3 
 1.706 2.669 3000.29 3081.97 3416.4 116.3 

 

 This work Expt.1

B3LYP B3PW PBE0 
Volume     
V (Å3) 133.2 131.5 130.9 131 

Lattice parameters     
a (Å) 6.647 6.621 6.614 6.607 
c (Å) 6.029 5.996 5.988 5.982 

y 0.067 0.066 0.066 0.066 
z 0.194 0.193 0.193 0.195 

Interatomic distances     
Si-O (Å) 1.633 1.629 1.627 1.622 
Zr-O (Å) 2.149 2.138 2.135 2.131 

2.277 2.264 2.261 2.268 
Zr-Si (Å) 3.015 3.000 2.994 2.991 

 3.344 3.635 3.630 3.626 



Table 3: Calculated (H…O) and (O…O) distances for the [AlO4/H] defect in zircon and their 
corresponding OH stretching frequencies as derived from the empirical correlations of 
*Libowitzky (1999). ω01are the ab initio calculated OH stretching frequencies (corrected for 
anharmonicity) and ωeχe  are the corresponding anharmonic constants. 

Functional d(H…O) Å d(O…O) Å Frequency (cm-1)* Calculated 
ω01 (cm-1) 

Anharmonic ct. 
ωeχe (cm-1) ω01(H…O) ω01(O…O) 

[AlO4/H]       
B3LYP 2.000 2.967 3472.141 3538.525 3383.5 107.5 
B3PW 2.184 3.121 3564.008 3575.266 3342.1 114.8 
PBE0 1.951 2.920 3430.782 3515.849 3384.7 108.2 

 

Table 4: Calculated (H…O) and (O…O) distances for the [YO8/H] and [LaO8/H] defects in 
zircon and their corresponding OH stretching frequencies as derived from the empirical 
correlations of *Libowitzky (1999). ω01are the ab initio calculated OH stretching frequencies 
(corrected for anharmonicity) and ωeχe  are the corresponding anharmonic constants. 

Functional d(H…O) Å d(O…O) Å Frequency (cm-1)* Calculated 
ω01 (cm-1) 

Anharmonic ct. 
ωeχe (cm-1) ω01(H…O) ω01(O…O) 

[YO8/H] – H close      
B3LYP 1.959 2.929 3437.475 3520.594 3269.0 119.1 
B3PW 1.905 2.881 3382.574 3488.996 3252.5 111.6 
PBE0 1.904 2.878 3380.579 3486.702 3269.5 120.2 

 

[YO8/H] – H far      
B3LYP 1.913 2.885 3391.455 3492.302 3122.2 112.0 
B3PW 1.864 2.841 3329.670 3452.643 3099.0 113.6 
PBE0 1.862 2.837 3327.052 3449.345 3128.4 111.9 
[LaO8/H] - H close      
B3LYP 1.951 2.923 3430.538 3517.044 3220.1 130.3 
B3PW 1.897 2.871 3372.919 3481.659 3198.9 132.7 
PBE0 1.894 2.869 3369.346 3480.035 3219.6 131.2 

 

[LaO8/H] - H far      
B3LYP 1.863 2.838 3328.272 3449.604 3110.2 112.7 
B3PW 1.818 2.797 3256.556 3397.811 3086.7 114.3 
PBE0 1.814 2.792 3250.863 3391.310 3116.1 112.7 
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